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NICAPBREAKSWITHCOLORADOPROJECT
NewEvaluation-System,ExpandedNetwork,ToOffsetProjectFailure

After a Long struggle to insure a full, objective investigation, NICAP has severed all re]aLiens with the University of Colorado UFO

ProjecL_ which was financed by the Air Force. This followed a warning to project heads after a partial break In September, 1967, when
NICAP ceased transmitting UFO reports.

To aid prelect scientists still trying for a fully impartial approach, this semi-break was not made public. As a further aid, NICAP
subcommittees were instructed to continue helping project field teams in the hope that some new, indisputable evidence might cause a
change in general policies.

In the contract signed in 1966, the Ale and the University of Colorado promised an objective, scientific investigation. NICAP was
listed as a source of ir_ormaLion--the only private UFO organization named in the contract--and our full cooperation was requested by
Dr. E. U. Condon, project head, and Coordinator Robert J. Low.

To have refused, because o2 our doubts of an AF-financed study, would have put NICAP in a bad light. We wouId have beerL sharply
criticized, first by skeptics claiming we had no real evidence to submit, and second by many citizens (incLuding NICAP members) who

' ' believed the Colorado project would reveal all known facts and reach important conclusions."
Despi_e our misgivings, we pledged our assistance. After working with most of the pl-ojecL staff, we began to hope _or a rnajoriLy-

l controlled impartial study--a hope shared by many of the Congress, the press and the public. Unfortunately, this hope steadily dwindled.
l_s £inaI deathblow v}as _he firing of L_o _op scientists_ and the resultant resignation of the administrative secretary.

To offset the project's failure, NICAP is greatly expanding its investig_ttion-evaluation system. New subcommittees and special
investigators will be added. Steps have been taken to speed transmission of UFO reports to headquarters. We are sLar_lng an entirely
now _nd g_'eaLly enlarged evaluations plan to make Iult use of the knowledge and experience of our ntunerous scientific and technical
advisers. We intend to do all that the CoIorado Project was supposed Lo do. This w_ll be a big job--the biggest we have ever had. We
ask the help of all NICAP members in carrying out this vitally important new program.

The inside story of _he Colorado UFO Project broke on April Among the questions were
30, 1968, when NICAP and LOOK Magazine joinedin disclosing the queries about the reported lack
developments behind Dr. Condon'sfiringoftwoprojectscientists. of Condon investigations, the

At a Washington pres_ conference, I_ICAP revealed additional evidence ofnegative b_asandthe
facts it had known _or m_nths but had not made public in the hope apparent disregard of most
_hat project difficulties could be straightened out. The following NICAP-subtnlffed cases. An-
points were _Lven the press by NICAP's dlrector: other vital query vras whether

1. In the AF-Colorado contract Dr. Condon was named as _ Dr. CondonandLowwoulda_ree
principal investigator. According to a statement to NICA]_ by to detailed examinations of the
Coordinator Low, in October, 1987, Dr. Condon had not made a verified evidence.
single field investigation since the project began in November, 5. Both Dr. Condon and Low

1966, nor did he plan any field investigations. At the same time refused to answerthe questions.
Coordinator Low slated tha_ Dr. Condon had never _n_er_ewed The signed refusals a_'e in
any of the known, responsible witnesses listed by NICAP at the NICAP records.
proSect's request, including many military and airline pilots, 6. Drs. David Sounders and

scientists, _ower-operaLors, radar experts and otherhighlyq_ali- Norman Levine were _ired hy /
Lied observers. Condon on February 9, t968, "for incompetence," he said in a

2. In 1966, Mr. Low proposed, in written suggestfo.s to high press release. According to the two scientists, they were dis-
Colorado University officials, that the project be made to appear-- charged for revealing Low's 1968 proposals.
to the public--az totally objective, whereas it would actually be Dr. Conden has stated he never knew of the Low proposals until
"conducted almost exclusively by nonbelievers, who, althoughthey early February, 1968. When he did learn of them he did not fire

couldn't possibly prove a negativeresul_, couldandprobably would Low but the _wo scientists who, with others, had opposed Low's
add an impressiv_ body of evidence that there is no reality to _he suggestions.
Observations." One quick result of tha NICAP-LOOK disclosures was a blast

I Bulletin: Mr. Robert Low has been takeno£ftheColorado from Congressman J. EdwardRoush. CongressmanRousb, already

Prelect: Full details, learned just before press time, concerned about theUFOproblemafterexamininghqCAPevidence,
on page 4. asked for a Congressional investigation. (See page 4 f_r detailed

Colorado Project story.)
3. NICAP made a parUal, unpublicized break with the project

in September, 1967, after frequent press interviews and a lecture

,o Oon,,o,, Membership Drive Prizeat UFO believers. In addition, NICAP was told by project mem-
bers that Condon and Low appeared headed for a negative conclu- NICAP is launching an all-out membership drive, w_th a grand

sion, t=onortng mo_t of the powerful, documented evidence, prize for the largest number of new memberships secured, and

At _his _ime N_CAP ceased transmitting UFO reports but per- other important prizes. Details on another page.
miffed NICAP "Early Warning Net" members to keep on phoning If your membership card bears the symbol IV-6 your member-
local sighting reports to the project. Subcommittees also were ship expires with this issue. We shall appreciate it tf you will
allowed to aid scientist field teams in checking certain cases, renew early, without waiting for a renewa_ notice. This will insure

4. BothDr. CondonandLowur_edNICAPtoresumetransmittin_ your receiving the July-August issue without a possible delay
reports. The director senL_hemalisLofquestions, with a promise from a last-minute renewal.
to resume if answers were satisfactory. Please notify us promptIy of any change of address.
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THEUFOINVESTIGATOR FORMERLYSECRETAFREPORTSSECURED
Twelve formerly secret AF project reports, including over 80

Published by documented sightings, have been obtained by NICAP after weeks of
The National Investigations Committee work with the "Freedom of Information" (Moss) Committee of

on Aerial Phenomena Congress. All the reports are stamped "SECRET" or "CON-

1535 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. FIDENTIAL," with warnings against divulging the contents, under
Washington, D. C. 20036 provisions of the Espionage Laws. Although the cases occurred

in the early 50's, they form an important, little-known part of the
Copyright, 1968, National Investigations Committee onAertai
Phenomena (NICAP) ® . All rights reserved, exceptthatupto UFO official records.

300 words may he quoted by daily and weekly newspapers, These AF-UFO official Project Reports include verified jet
chases and other encounters with unknown flying objects. Wit-

news-wire services andnewshroadeasters, providedNICAP ® nesses include AF and Navy pilots, radar and air-base tower
is credited. No material may he reprinted by any hook or
magazine publisherswithoutwrtttenpermissionfromNICAP @. operators, CAA (now FAA) personnel. Atomic Energy Base ob-

servers, etc. In many cases, the AF admitted the objects were
NICAP Editors: Maj. Donald E. Keyhoe, Director, and unexplained--though public statements indicated they were con-
Gordon f. R. Lore, Jr., Assistant Director. ventional objects.

Trademark "NICAP _' Registered

NewMoonFindings
Scientists are no longer sure the moon is dead. Some are now

even prepared to say that it is an active body with a hot, volcanic STATUS REPORT' " "" :':
interior. Data from Surveyor VII, the test of America's soil-

landing lunar probes, indicates that at least some of the moon's
mountains are made of the kind of graniterock that is common on

Earth, rock that is known to result fromviolent, high-thmperature

processes within our planet. If thelunar highlands were formed by PROJECT BLUE BOOK - REPORTNO, 7
such processes, the probability arises that the origins of the
Earth and moon may be more closely linked than has been fORMERLYpROJECTGRUDGE
believed.

Surveyor VII landed in an area unlike that where previous
Surveyors touched down. The site was mountainous, whereas the

earlier locations were plainlands (maria). Scientists assigned to
the Surveyor program did not expect to find anything in the paOJECT_O. Z007_
mountains that was substantially different from what had been _ _._y _95z
found on the maria, but Surveyor VIt's camera disclosed an

inordinate amount of rocks. According to Dr. Eugene Shoemaker,
the geologist who interprets Surveyor's phptographs_ "There AIR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE CENTER
were many small pebbles and a greater variety of rocks, some of WR{GHT'PA_ERSONDA_ON.OHIOAIRFORCEBASE
which appeared coarse-grataed and banded." One of the pebbles
was scooped up by the surface-sampling device onthe spacecraft,

and was subjected to chemical analysis by the on-board system UNCLAs_IFJF2_
designed for that purpose. The analysis led to the discovery of c0_r_--o:_D_
the granite. _ Tsz-l_9_9

Despitethe clues afforded by the presence of granite, the origin ..... _._w_.ak_b,_n
of the moon remains uncertain. However, in light of the data from
Surveyor, three theories appear most reasonable. As Dr. Shoe-
maker explains, "Earth and moon formed within 200 million One ofAFreports now available.

years after the sun. The moop may have condensed from the same The existence of these hidden early reports has been known to

patch of dust and gas as Earth, in which ease they are sister NICAP for years, but efforts to getthemwere fruitless. We knew
planets. The moon may have condensed separately an_I been there was a Blue Book Special Report 14_ published in 1955o It
captured by Earth early in its history. Or the moon once may seemed obvious there must he previous project reports, hut; AF
have been part of Earth and separated from it while the latter

Headquarters and project spokesmen denied this repeatedly.
was still fluid. We are not going to find out which is correct until After passage of the _'Freedom offnformation" Act, new efforts

we can get some men up there. We should gel all the information were made, and finally the Moss Committee succeeded in forcing

needed on the maria in two flights. By the third trip, f hope we the AF to cease withholding the reports. Itdeveloped that Project
can land in the highlands." Blue Book had stamped the reports "Unclassified" in 1960, whloh

permitted them to state UFO sighttags were not classified. Ac-

Another Surveyor scientist has also made a discovery that tually these official records were made available for nearly
supports the revised context in which the moon is presently eight years, and only after Moss Committee pressure.

being considered. Dr. Jack Green, aerospace specialist at The 12 AF Project reports have been combined for printing by
McDonnell Douglas Corp., and consultanttotheSurveyor program, NICAP. The publication will contain approximately 200 pagesand
has detected areas on the lunar surface that may contain life- will be 8-1/2 by 11 inches in size, the same as VUl. i of "The
bearing moisture. Using a special telescope to study the crater UFO Evidence. _

Aristarchus, Green has found dark sectlons that suggest the Thoughit was merely proposed in the precedingissue, the pub-
presence of sulphur, an element that on Earth is associated with lication has been ordered by about 175 members, and we are now

water-containing minerals. If the relationshipbetweensulphurand accepting definite orders, at $5.00, mailed at hook-rate. For
hydrous rocks holds true on the moon, reports Green, there may quicker delivery, you may add $1.00 for first-class mailing.
he relatively warm, moist places near craters, where small

organisms might live. Terrestrial bacteria, for example, are
known to survive in such environments as hot springs.

Green agrees with the new findings from Surveyor regarding similar nonvohianic events. He foresees craters as useful sites
the possible volcanic activity beneath the moon's exterior. He is for manned bases, because if there are hydrous minerals nearby,

persuaded that protrusions such as craters were probablyformed as his observations indicate, the rocks could he processed to
by subsurface processes rather than by the impact of meteors or yield their water for use by the astronauts.
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FrenchGeneral,Scientists,ReportOFOs
In reeen_ months, close approaches have dominated reports Five nights later, another UFO encounter taokplacenear West-

of UFOs, but s_veral other cases by specially qualified observers hill, Pa. The detaUs were given to hTfCAP in a signed report by
also have added important evidence. Mr. Karl E. Will, a chemical engineer.

On the night of April 12, two UFOs were observed in the Wash_ Mr. and i_Irs. Will had _usf le_t Westhill for _heir home in

ington, D.C., area by two mefi, one a zoologist, the other an Carlisle, Pc., when they spotted a brilliant object al)proaching
astronomer. [a a signed report to NICAP, the first witness de- from the west.

scribed the objects as dull orange Klobes. They appeared at "It was somewhat oval in shape, with a foreshortened tail

11:40 p.m., he said, and moved swiftly across the sky, SSE to end," Mr. Will reported. "The real- of the object had a fin or
NNW, disappearing in about five seconds, anterma tipped with a red light. The Underside...sported two red

An earlier report, recently received, confirmed an encmmter lights, one on either side and somewhat forward of the centerJ'

by General Paul Stehlin, a top-level pilotinthe French Air Force. As a jet aircraft flew in the vicinity of _he UFO, he added, the
On an afterno6a in September, 1967, General StehlirL was piloting object's red lights "seemed to dim near to extinction" but

a plane over Villacoublay, a military airfield near Paris, when brightened after the place 2eft the area.
he saw a silverycigar-shapedobjectflyingparallelto his aircraft. "In the raeantime/' Wit1 continued, "I had remove¢l the spot-

The UFO paced the general's plane for several minutes, then light from the trunk of my auto and tried to signal the object by
accelerated and rapidly went out of sight, blinking the light. As soon as I did, the lights went out. I sighted

Several 1968 reizort_ describe EM (electromagnetic) inter- the object no more."
terence effects from nearby UFOs One case occurred on Jan. 2,
in Whitehorse, yukon, Canada. About 4 p.m.Tom Banks and Errol PHYSICAL-EFFECT REPORT
Smyth were cruising, in their snowmobiles when they spotted a Possible physiological effects from UFOs have beerL repel'ted
pulsating orange-yellow UFO just over the treetops, Its radiance, in increasing nmnbers. One example is described ir_ a signed

they said, was bril_hter than the sun. Banks reported _hat his NICA_ report by Nicholas sgouris of Syracuse, N. Y.
snowmobile stopped and he felt an unusual heat--both effects At 6:15 p.m. on March 4, Sgouris was driving outside of Syra-
supposedly from the UFO. The strangeobiectquieklydi_appeared, cube when he saw a solid objec_ ',with flashing multicoIored
after which the snowmobile functioned normally, lights" which were steadily blinking. Its altitude was about 200

feet.

TV INTERFERENCE "'My car started running funny," the witness reported. "I
Shortly before midnight on Jan. 8, according to _he Trenton looked out the tell window and saw an object approaching from the

Times, an orange-red, bowl-shafted object was sightedatJackson, left. It passed over (the) highway in front of me .... "
N. J. The witnesses were Mr. and Mrs. Robert LeChance and Sgouris said his car slowed almost to a stop after he had
a neighbor, Mrs. Gertrude Gifford. sighted the object and that he experienced a "funny feeling" and

Just Drier to spotting the object, LeChance said, the colors in couldn't move until the UFO headed away.
his TV picture faded out. Mrs. Gifford reported that her TV set Another Syracuse sighting _as reported on March 8 by three
"went out completely, and my lights dimmed .... It (the UFO) citizens. The UFO at first aI_peared to be ball-shaped, but as it
went downbehindthetreeline, thencameup and went down again.., changed position i_ was seen to be a large disc with a domed top.

until it finally disappeared." She told police she was badly Other log_ed rei_orts, with few details: March27,77railes east

scared by the incident, o[ Anchorage, Alaska_ a large, silvery, rectangular object seen by
,_n unusual wind effect was reDorted on Jan. 30 by a number of 11 witnesses; April B, Toronto, Canada, a hovering object with a

Venezuelans. The sighting was described by witnesses on the ring of orange-red lights and three white beams which lit up the
Punto Solo ranch in the Pale 8eco area. A spokesman for the area; April 12, Cape Neddick, Maine, an oval domed object with a
group, ranch-owner Prudencio Salzar, said a silvery object cluster of red blinking lights and a pulsating white tight in front.
emitting red lights landed near a corral. As it took off, he said,
it made u sound "and the trees armmd the site were shaken SUBMERGING UFO CASE
violently by blasts of wind." Since publishing "The Question of Submerging uFos," (Vol.IV,

No. 5) we have received otherreportsofobjects on or'near bodies
CLOSE APPROACH IN CANADA of water. One case is described by Barry A. Nason_ New Brtms-

A disturbing UFO sound was also linked with a sighting on wick, Canada. Nason wasfishin_inTrautBrookLake when a small

Feb. 19, near Bengou_h, Saskatchewan, Canada. The witness, UFO, estimated three feet ia diameter, hit the water about 1_
Mrs. Martha Heggs, said the sotmd was a high-pitched whinin_ yards away. .
noise which caused _¢a tingling sensation throughout her body," "It was traveIing fnaspimuin_Pashioa/'_Casonsaid. 'q_ sprayed
according to a report submitted by NICAp memberD. F. Clausen. water seven or eight feet high.., and made a terrible, loud

Looking out her window, Mrs. Heggs saw a clearly outlined soun_l." Nason crouched, leafing the UFO might come his way._
UFO. Its lower portion, she said, was like "two shallow plates The object then left the water and went into a clump of bushes,
placed lip to lip." It also had an "inverted bowI" superstructure making "an awful commotion. '_ It then flewbackover the lake and

and a smaller, dome-like structure on top of this. An aerial-like submerged at one edge. Nasoa said he saw a bi_ cloud of steam
section supporting a small sphere could be seen at the extreme and heard a gurglin_ sound. For some time afterward, he stated,

top. Around the supers_r_lcture, Mrs. tIeg_s reported, were six or the water was covered with small waves.
seven arch-shaped lmrts, and she could see what looked like A second 1967 Camxdiaa case, investigated by NICA_P member
riveted seams around the lower pa_t. D.F. Clausen, involved a close approach to a school bus. The

The UFO was first seen circling "about one foot" above a repo_t was made by Mrs. Evelyn Brown, the driver. On June 1,
35-foot power pole mounting a transformer. It circled the pole 1967, Mrs. Brown was heade0 toward Shauvavoa_ Saskatchewan,
to the left four times, then moved outover the witness' farmyard, when she glimpsed a strange object over her leit shoulder. She
descending to "three feet off the ground" and hovering for about stopped the bus and the UFO also stopped, hovering for several
five minutes, ',directly in front of three wrecked cars. _ It seconds. It was a round de_dce, with a "dull aluminum '_ appear-
ascended to about 20 feet andcircledfourstorage bins. The object ante. Above the main body she said, was a superstructure with
then moved northeast over three morebins and circled two nearby portholes and atop this was a "glass-like" dome.
_rac¢or_ a_d continued onward seemingly to survey two parked After _bout 15 seconds,theUFOlifted, passed over the bus, then

trucks, two elevated fuel storage tanks and an electric wafer hovered again, fo {he right of the vehicle, finally moving to a
pump. It then headed toward some trees, leavin_ the farmyard, position "dead ahead/'

Mrs. Heggs reported that, during the sighting, her "dog was "At this "moment Mrs. Drown turned on the headlights, '_ Mr.

cowering, lying on the snow and trying to cover its ears with its Clausen reports. "The object stopped immediately. She then
front feet." Her cattle also reportedly "'Cook flight when she first swi_ehedtheheadlightsoff and 0nthreeor four times. The 'object'
saw the object.../' running into their sheds.Theydid not emerge rocked three or f_ur times.., stoppedrocking, hovered for about
until after the UFO had left lhe area. two seconds, then rose very fast, straight up out of sight.*'
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THEINSIDESTORYOFTHECOLORADOPROJECT
When plans for the Colorado Project _irstbecame known to When we saw the press story we phonedDr. Saunders and an-

NICAP, before the 1966 contract signing, severalBoardMembers, nounced we were breaking off. He asked us to wait, then went to
advisers and also the director were extremely skeptical. It Condos and told him the project could not go on without NICAP's
appeared this might be mainly an a_empt to _ake the heal off the help. Affer a discussion with Saunders and other scientists, Dr.
AF after the backfire of their incredible ,,marsh gas" story--a CoRdon apologized to NICAP by phone, said he was badly mis-

hasty UFO sighting explanation which brought nationwide ridicule quoted, and urged us to continue our "valuable cooperation."

and rejection. The director told him we were taking a serious risk, that NICAP

After discussions with Dr. Coudon, Mr. Low and project could be called blind or stupid to help abiased pro_ect. Condos
scientists, we promised to cooperate--with a frank warning that denied any bias. After 30 minutes of blunt discussion, Dr. Condon
this would depend entirely on the project's impartiality. Dr. said he would not make any more speeches or public statements

Condor* and Mr. Low fully agreed, on UFOs. He agreed to put this in writing.

For weeks before the official start on November 1: we briefed For a man a_determined as Condos, this was a major conces-
project members and helped plan the investigation. Most of the sion. Itseemedthat, temporarilyatleast, there might still be hope
group--men like Dr. David 8aunders, an experienced psychologist, for full-scale evaluations.

later head of the computer section--seemed to take the problem For several months, this uneasy truce continued. Then early in
seriously. September it ended.

On October 4, 1966, the University of Colorado gave the AF a In a speech before scientist8 at an Atomic Spectroscopy Sym-

detailed proposal, No. 66.1.253, which was incorporated into the possum, Dr. Condon concentrated on humorous contactee stories.
contract as the basic policy. The main points, confirmed by a According to one of the audience, Dr.WilliamS. Bickel, a Univer-

photo-copy of the contract, included these provisions: sity of Arizona scientist, the talk was funny--but devoid of any
"The work will be conducted under conditions of the strictest hint of a serious problem, or a serious investigation. To Dr,

objectivity by investigators who, ascarefullyas can be determined, Bickel and others present, it seemed likely the Project report
have no predilections or preconceived positions on the UFO ques- would be in the same vein.
ties. This is essential if the public, the Congress, the Executive
and the scientific community are _o haveconfidencein the study." THE FIRST BREAK

A quick NICAP cal[toaprojeet member brought more bad news.
'q GUESS I'M AN AGNOSTIC" Against protests by most of the scientists, a search for negative

The firsL jolt came on October 8, after the contract was signed, evidence was now being emphasized.

The NewYorkTimes,theDenver Postaadother papers ran stories Within ten minutes we gave the project official notice: Tress-
quoting Condom mission of NICAP's UFO reports was ended.

"I guess I'm an agnostic . . . it is highly improbable they This action, we learned later, had _t stronger impact thanwe
(UFOs) exist.., the view that many UFO sightings are hallu- expected--almost a shock effect. One suggested possible reason

einatory . . . will be a subject of our investigation, to discover concerned the university's request for more AF funds--over
what it is that makes peoplethinktheysee things." On October 9, $200,000 to extend the investigation. Examination of important
in the Denver Post, Condos was quoted as hoping "to learn why UFO information from NICAP v_as cited in this request
astronomers, satellite trackers, FAA radar operators_ etc., don't Whatever the reason, Dr. CoRdon sen_ Low to Washington to

report UFOs . . 2' (NICAP: Many such reports are official rec- urge that we reconsider. During a somewhat Lense session with
ords.). . . "early reports are So old andvaguetheyare no good." the director and Assistant Director Gordon Lore, Low admitted

On October e, the Post also quoted Low as saying the UFO the split in the project and Condon's "'present" disbelief in UFOs,
project came close to being unacceptable, but ,,whenyou're asked which he said might still be changed by!good evidence. He was
to do sometbrng, you don't say no--not to the Air Force." Nex_ reminded they already had many strong NICAP cases. Low ex-
day, after defending Low, Dr. CoRdon said, again in the Post: plained they needed the rest of our reports so they could notbe
" . . . 95% of the UFO reports are relatively easily identified accused of reaching a verdict without all of NICAI_'s evidence.

as . . . well-known r_tural phenomena . . . (which) indicates an Before we could resume, Low was told, he and Condos would
appalling lack of public understanding . . ." have to give satisfactory written answers to some important

During _ phone call from NICAP's director; Mr. Low said he questions. Low said he would try to persuade Condor* to reply.
and Condos were incorrectly quoted, that Condos was an honest Most of the questions senttoCondonandLow concerned guaran-
agnostic, willing to be convinced bY true evidence--suchas NICAP tees that all NICAP-submiRed cases would be _ully investigated,
had already outlined. NICAP delayed its intended break pending that Dr. Condos wouldpersonally examine these cases, would make
word from Condom In/ a November 8 letter, Dr. Condos again field investigations and interview witnesses in major cases.

pledged an objective study, listing these ground rules: CoRdon also was asked if he considered all the reporting pilots,

The main guide would be "whatever appears to us . . . most scientists, tower operators, radar experts, etc., to be deluded,

clearly to serve the national interest." Existing facts, sighting incompetent or hoaxers.
reports would be as fullytestedaspossible . . . "These guidelines

are required by the very process of research. No proper investi- GUEST|ONS REJECTED
Eater would approach his work otherwise." In replying, Condos and Low refused to answer these key ques-

tions, but both praised NICAP highly. Condom "We deeply appre-
THE DECISION clare the (NICAP) cooperation.., the help you have given us so

After a long conference at the University of Colorado, NICAP far has beenofgreatimportance . . 2' Low: "NICAP'sassistancd
decided the number of unbiased scientists, evaluatmg the massive has been invaluable... Your files, because of the high caliber of
factual evidence and making field checks, might reverse any nega- the field investigations NICAP has conducted, are of very good

tire approach--or at least offset any biased conclusions with a quality... Our working relationships . . . have been excellent...
strong majority dissent. IL would be a great pity if _hey were terminated . . . Dr. CoRdon

On this basis, NICAP told its subcommittees to aid project has said to you that our study is being done objectively. It is."

field teams; we submitted several hundred representative reports, Because of the evadedquestions, NICAP'sban remained in effect.
including many--but by no means all--of our strong, hard-core About one mouth later, a far different LOW statement was given
cases, to the director by a project member. Dated August 9, 1966, ad-

Early in '67, we learned from some project members that they dressed to UniversRy officials E. James Arthur and Thurston E.
were thoroughly testing the extraterrestrial hypothesis, using the Manning (U. of C. vice president), it summed up some officials'

strongest evidence. But our cautious optimism was soon jolted views:
again. "In order to undertake such a project, one has to approach i_

On January 25, Dr. Condos made a speech at Corning, N.Y. objectively. That is, one has to admit the possibility that such
Press reports i_dica_ed he had already decided on a negative things (UFOs) exist. It is not respectable to give serious con-
report, sideration to such a possibility. Believers, in other words, remain
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outcasts . . . admitting such possibilities . . . puts us beyond the According to the Denver Post, May 2, 1968, Roush told its
pale, find we would lose more in prestige in the scientific corn- Washington Bureau that the Colorado probe was an AF "trick"
m_nlly than we could possibly gain by undertaking the investiga- rigged from the start with the conclusion reached before the in-
tion . . ." vestigatfun had even begun.

Under the heading "Comments,{' Low made his personal pro- _Veeks before this, NICAP had realized the project's failure
posal: could be misconstrued, causing many people to think all UFO

"Our study would he conducted almost exclusively by non- investigations had ended. EventheAF, awattingtheCondon report,
believers, who, although they couldn't possibly prove a negative had made little pretense of checking UFO reports.

result, could and probably would add an impressive body of evt- TO fill the void, and quickly, two alternate NICAp plans were
donee that there is no realityththeobservafions. The trick would worked out.

he, I think, to describe the project so that, to the public, it would On April 30, NICAP wrote Presidenf Johason, enclosingthe Low

appear a totally objective study, but, to the scientific community, proposals and other evidence and urging that he create a new,
would present the image of a group of nonbelievers trying their absolutely unbiased UFO Commission to replace the wrecked
best to he objective but having in almost zero expectation of find- project--a commission completely independent of any military or
ing a saucer. One way to do thiswould be to stress investigation, civilian Government agency. As one safeguardforatruly impartiat
not of the physical phenomena, but rather the people who do the evaluation we suggested that allimportantdecisionsbeby majority
observing--the psychology and sociology of persons and groups vote. We also suggested that the Commission members, selected
who report seeing UFOs..." by the President, be recognized authorities on astronomy, aero-

Even though we were partly prepared, this was a shock. Our space operations, electronics and other fields related to UFO in-

first impulse was to show Low's proposals to the press and vestigations--setenttsts of high stature, convinced that the UFO
announce a complete break withtheproject. Butthe memo, though situation is seriousenoughthrequiretetale_aluafionof all reports

not marked restricted by Low, had been shownto us confidentially by responsthie observers.
an_l we were _tsked .to.wait for a final_ showdown between Condon
and project scientists, ANSWER FROM THE AIR FORCE

On Dec. lg, 1967, a copy of the memo was given to Dr. James E.

McDonald, senior atmospheric physicist at the University Of Whether the President was shown the evidence, or his AF aide
Arizona, who for some 18 months had beenintensivuly inveetigat- took over, is not known. Regardless, the answer came from the
ing UFOs, under a university grant. McDonald, shockedas we had Office of the Secretary of the AF, signed by Col. B. M. Ettenson.
been, urged Saunders and Levine to let him tell Low he had the Without the slightest mention of thebiasevidence, Ettenson wrote:

memo. It was his belief thatLowandCondon would be badly upset "Dear Major Keyhoe:

and would quickly change the project policies. To insure this, "President Johnson has asked that I reply to your recent letter
McDonald atso asked permission to irLform the National Academy regarding allegations pertaining to the AirForce.contract with the
of Sciences--which was to review the project's report. University of Colorado for the investigation of unidentified flying

objects.

FURY OF THE SCIENTISTS "The Air Force awarded the unidentified flying object contract
to the University Of Colorado in October, 1966, convinced that an

The scientists' group finally agreed, but the results were dis- impartial, open-minded, tadependentandobjeetive scientific report
astrous. Condon and Low were furious. Itwasreported later that would be forthcoming and we expect that Dr. Condon will fulfill
Condon fiercely denounced Saunders and said he shouldbe pro- the terms of the agreement..."
fessionally destroyed. Dr. Levine received similar harsh treat- Since the report was not completed, Ettens_'r_saidthe AF would

meet. Both were fired the nexLdaychargedwtth "incompetence." not comment furth6r.

The administrative secretary, Mrs. Mary Lou Armstrong, About this time, Coordinator Low was taken off the project.
courageously defended the scientists and told Condon the project Low had been assigned to write the final report, a job that would
had been "gravely misdirected." Condon totd her to put her take all summer according to official statements. But he was

complaints in writing. When she did, he demanded she keep the suddehly transferred to other duties, with a ctaimthat his project
letter confidential. Inasfurmysessionsherefused, then resigned, workwas done.

Following this, Condon wrote Dr. McDonald and demanded he To some, it appeared the university was "running scared" and
return the copy of Low's proposals, calling the memo "stolen might even try to revamp the project to avoid further criticism.
papers." McDonald refused, on the basis of an eaulier Low state- But this tainf hope ended when a Low reptacement uamed Gilmore

ment that project records should be in open files, none of them was named. It was armouncedhewouldlivewith the Condons while
classified, doing "editorial work" on the report. HisUFOknowledge, if any,

About this time, author John Fuller approached Levine and was not mentioned.
Saunders in regard to an article for LOOK to give the matter it is sot impossible that Condon couldhe persuaded to change
nationwide publicity. NICAP agreed to delay its UFO Investigator course, admit the existence of unexplained reports from highly-

story, provided our part in the struggle was fully covered and a qualified observers, and recommend an enlarged investig_%fion.
NICAP box statement was included. But those of us who worked with the project expect a comple_tcly

negative report, rejecting all verified evidence, ridiculing veteran
pilots, scientists, and other responsible witnesses--and changing

CONGRESSIONAL CONCERN _ from high praise of NICAP to a bitter attack.
At our Washington press conference, the day LOOK came out, However, several explosive developments are due to beconle

we stated we did not accuse Condon or Low of dishonesty. Strange known, and a negafive Condon report is certain to iguita the worst
as it might seem, both appeared to believe their approach was UFO controversy eve_'. Instead of being a disaster, the Colorado

correct and fully justified since they were convinced (from lack fiasco will turn out to be a badly-needed jolt, setting off powerful

of examining the massive evidence) that UFO reports were non- actions which cannot be stopped.
sense. NICAP strongly rejected such an approach as improper
for the heads of an announced "objective" study.

General public reactions to the disclosures ranged from shock NEW OPPORTUNITY
and indignation to an increased disgust by those who have never But NICAP does not intend to wait for the Condon report--or the
believed in the project. Some broadcasts quoted NICAP and backfire.
LOOK without comment. Some stations, like KLAC, LosAngeles, THIS IS OUR BIG CHANCE.

blasted the project. In Congress, Reps.J.EdwardRoush (D. bid.), To offset the ColoradoProjecl's failure, wehavealready started
fleck Brotzman, (R. Colo.) and others demanded a Congressional a new nationwide operations plan. The key points:

investigation. Hoosh, a member of the House Science and Astro- 1. A greatly enlarged reporting network, with a speed-up of
naufics Committee, asked the AF Secretary to Iook into the pub- factual information to NICAP headquarters.
lished chauges. Also, as a member oftheGovernmenf Operations g. An expanded evaluation system involving more than 2Otimes

Committee, which delves into claims of misuse of Federal funds, as many scientists and engineers as the Colorado Project had at
Roush asked the Comptroller General to investigate, its peak. (Full details on next page.)
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NICAPEXPANDSINVESTIGATIONS-The results willbefar-reaching. Manymoresignificaulreportswill be submitted when observers can expect a serious and truly

scieufifio evaluation. Members will receive not only more inter-

EVALUATIONSYSTEM °slingiuformation,enimpo.aufeases,butalsoseionfifiodis-cussionsof various angles and theories.
All this is bound to have a powerful impact, when these evalua-

The expansion of NICAP operations, now underway, has two lions reach Congress, the press and the public. They will greatly
major goals: offset the fraudulent claims and hoaxes which have caused ridicule,

1. The largest UFO reporting and investigating network in the hampered serious investigations, and aided the official and self-

world. (We already have the largest unofficial network.) appointed debunkers.
2. A redesigned evaluations system with morethan20times the To get this job started, wehave temporarily reduced other work

number Of scientists and engineers in the Colorado Project at its until we can get extra help. We will need real support to carry

peak. (The ratio is already eleven to one.) out this vitally important program.
New aid in evaluating and investigating UFO reports has been But it will NOT take any half-milliondollars, such as was given

offered I'HCAP. by scientists, engineers, and various technical to the Colorado Project. (As an ironic sidefighf, one former

specialists seriously disturbed by the Colorado Project failure. Project member was quoted as saying it became embarrassing
The NICAP reportin_-investigatthg network will be enlarged to sitting around and trying to think how fo spend the money.)

include at leant one Subcommittee in each of the 50 sfules, with There may be a better chanceof securinga research grant from

several such units in the more densely populafedareas. (Preseul a foundation when our enlarged scientific operations are well
U.S. Subcommittees number 35.) underway. But before then we will need your help--and the help

To improve the evaluations system, scientists and engineers on of non-members who see the need for this hrICAP drive.
the Panel of Advisers and Subcommittees are being grouped as- One way you can help speed this program is to secure new

cording to their specialties, to insure maximtma evaluation of any members for NtCAP, For the first time in.our.hi_tq_y,_,we _re

aspect of UFO evidence, launching a full-scale membership drive, with prizes which we
New offers for the use oflaboratsrieshavebeen received, mak- hope you will find a worthwhile incentive. Details are given on

ing possible added phnfo analyses, evaluation of soil samples the opposite page.
reportedly linked with UFO landings, ere. In previous years, unavoidable delays in publishing the UFO

Typical of the comments triggeredbythe LOOK disclosures was Investigator caused many members to hesitate in urging friends

this statement by a university atmospheric physicist: to join. Though some maynot realizeit, we have been on schedule
"I was shocked and dismayed at the attitudes displayed...." since the end of 1967. The preceding numlmr was aenidenfally

This scientist, whoisalso apllot, offeredfull assistance to NICAP_ called the March issue, instead of"March_April,"bulthe present
along with two other scientists at the university, issue makes the third in 1968, and three more will be published

Another offer came from a computer analyst and programmer, in 'of. The July-August number is scheduled for the first part of
with detailed suggestions for computer analysis of UFO reports August--possibly sooner if important developments require it.

and promise of help in setting up such a program. We expect the coming issues to contain increasingly interesting
NICAP Subcommittees whenever possible have included atleast news. We are also making strong efforts to secure important

one professional scientist, such as an astronomer or a physicist, sighting reports we know are being withheld by airline pilots and
Other existing subcommittee members include aerospace engi- other responsible observers not under official orders.
seers, pilots, meteorologists, radar experts, photographers, We ask every member to make the utmost effort to build up
former Intelligence officers and other trained aunlytsts, andother NICAP membership--not only to finance our expanded operations

persons whose background and experience are of vulue in UFO but to increase our prestige and influence.
investigations and interviewing witnesses. The increase in Sub- Another way in which you can help N/CAP and at the same time
committees will add even wider fields of experience, learn about long hidden UFO information is fo order the special

The fields covered by the previous Scientific and Technical NICAP publication of AP Project Reports, containing formerly
Panel members and the new advisers include space technology, "Secret" or ,_CoufidentiaP' sigbfings. Details on this $5.00 pub-

astrophysics, communications, rbcket antimissile engineertsgand lication are given on page 2. Ia the previous issue, we mentioned
control systems, anthropology, psychology and numerous other this proposed publication, intending to print it if there was enough

subjects linked with UFO report evaluations, iuferest. Some members sent in orders, but we have held their
With a UFO report involving reported EM (electromagnetic) checks until we were sure of proceeding. We now have almost

interference with car ignition, a charred spot from a supposed enough orders for a first run and we expect to mail copies about
touch-landing, and a photograph, the procedure would he as tel- the last of June. (If you wish faster delivery than book-rate mail,
lows: Sample of the charred surface would be secured, also the you may add $1.00 for first-class postage.)

original of the photograph; the car_s electricul system would be If the response to our membership drive and the special AF
examined; the witness or witnesses would be thoroughly ques- Projects publication is large enough, it will not only expedite our

itched, and Subcommittee reports on background and reputation expansion bufspendupcomplsttsnofVolumefi, Thn UFO Evidence.
would be drawn up. This will probably be the most impressive material we have ever

All this evidence and the investigator's opinions would be published, containing numerous important sightings and develop-
forwarded to NICAP headc_uarters, where copies would be sent to merits since January 1, 1964. Details will be given in an early

appropriate scientific-techaical groups such as electrical engi- issue, whenwecanannouncethepubliuationdateand accept orders.
neers, photographic experts, and chemists (for evaluating the There are some official and self-xppdisted UFO debunkers, who
charred material.) Individual opinions and conelusions would be stifl hope the Conduareportwillbewidelyacceptedinsptte ofthe

weighed at NICAP headquarters, with additional scientific dis- LOOK-NICAP revelations.
cusdions on unsolved points or differences of opinion. Dr. James E. McDonald recently summed up the debunker's

In important cases involving detailed examinations a summary expectations prior to the LOOK disclosures:
of experts' opinions, with dissents and the majority conclusion if "... there was every reason to believe thatCondonwas about to

any, would be made public, quietly bury the UFO problem, his report providing a heavy tsmb-
Previously, the lack of a sufficient office staff kept us from stone to keep the corpse from rising to bother the United States

making full use of all our advisers' talents. During our attempted Air Force."
cooperation with the Colorado Project, it was impossible to fake Judging from the AF letter evading any mention of the evidence
on additional work. sent to the President, officials still plan on having a deep grave

But the failure of the Colorado Project to carry out a full-scule ready.
scientific evaluation has left us no choice. But after 11 years of such tactics, wehave had enough. We will

WE HAVE TO DO THIS JOB! fight any such attempt to the last ditch.

NICAP is the only full-time private organization large enough If you resent the Colorado fiasco--if youare indignant, too, then
to do it. We have the fotmdation for rapid expansion. We can call help us as besL you can.

With your backing, we can--and will--block anyfrickfo bury theupon authorities in any necessary field--experts whose reputations
and experiences will command respect. UFO problem.
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NICAPMEMBERSHIPCONTESTootsuhmitotamps,cdins,orfordignmonoy.0. Please make all cheeks and money orderspayableto NICAp.
7. The judges of the contest willbe the members of NICAP,s

As announced on the first page, NICAP is launching,withthis Executive Staff,and their decisionswillbefinnl. Correspondence
issue of the UFO Investigator,a specialmembership contestto calmut he entered into with individualcontestantsabout their

allow us to serve our members better and to obtain the financial entries, unless NICAP considers it necessary.
backing to expand our scientificoperations. NICAp members have 8. Winners willbe notifiedindividuallyby mail,and theirnames
long worked on an informal basis to help secure new members, will be announced in the September/October, 1908, issue of the

but now, for the first time in our history, we are conducting an UFO Investigator. This will be the only official announcement,
all-out organized effort to encourage fresh interest and support and no other lists will be offered or sent out.
and to build our membership. We have selected a number of prizes

we believe will have spedialappealformembersandsupporters NETWORK TO REPORT SIGHTINGSof NICAP. To aid you in entering the contest, a special form is
enclosed with this issue. A nationwide UFO reporting network, composed of amateur

First Prize--awarded to the person who submits the highest radio operators, is being organized by Wayne Green, veteran
number of orders for new memberships and/or reunwuls--will ,'ham" operator and publisher of "73 Magazine." NICAP has
include: 1) An original color painting approximately 18" x24" ,by offered full cooperation and is asking all its "ham" members to

NICAP artist Ted Thoben, of a major UFO sighting, as selected commtmicate with Mr. Green and help speed up the operation.

by the winner; 2) A ten-year NICAP membership; and 3) Three Mr. Green has agreed to relay all network-reported sightings to
autographed N/CAP publications. NICAP, and to help in alerting our Subcommittees in the areas

Second Prize --awarded to the person securing the second highest concerned, so that prompt investigations can be made.
number of new membershipsand/or renewals--willinelude: 1) An If fully carried out, this UFO network system will fill a long-
autographed copy of one of the UFO books by NfCAP's Director, recognized need. In our earlier years, we tried to set up such a
M_jor Donatd,Keyhoe_ 2) A color photographic" enlargement Ofone system, but there w_s not sufficient interest. With today's wide

of the paintings specially prepared for NICAP by Ted Thoben; 3) interest in UFOs, the plan should succeed.
A five-year NICAP membership; and 4) Two NICAP publications. There are some 205,000 licensed radio amateurs in the U.S.,

Third Prize--awarded to the person submitting the third largest plus more than a million users of mobile radios in taxis, police

number of memberships and�or renewals--will include: 1) A cars, trucks, Civil Air Patrol and other vehicles. With all these
color-photograph enlargement of one of TedThoben, sspecialUFO available sources, a UFO reporting system eoutd be set up to

paintings; 2) A three-year NICAP membership; and 3) OneNICAP blanket the country.
publication. Mr. Green has outlined his network plan.

As added incentive, NICAP offers special prizes to individuals "If we were to establish a net frequency on 80, 40 and 20
making substantial contributions to the contest but failing to win meters for UFO reporting we could arrange for a single tone to be
any of the three main prizes. These specialprizes are: Any con- transmitted, when an alert came along, which would turn on all
testant who submits five to nine orders for membership will of the loudspeakers of participating stations. Thus all of us could

receive a free one-year NICAP membership [or renewal, if the have a receiver set up on a net channel all the time, running
contestant is already a member). Any contestant who submits ten silently. Amateurs in every community...could ask their local

or more membership orders will receive a free one-year NICAP police, Civil Defense, etc., to call them immediatuly if any sight-
membership (or renewal) plus a color photograph of one of the inns are reported.
Ted Thohen paintings. "When something is reported anywhere the local amateur sta-

The painting to be awarded as part of First Prize will depict lion would call in on the net andnet control would send the tone to
any UFO sightingofthewinner's chdice, providedNICAP considers alert the entire network. Once the area of contact was established
the sighting genuine and NICAP's file on the sighting is adequate, amateurs in the area toward which the UFO was headed c6uld

The photographs to be awarded as part of Second and Third alert their police and others... (This could include alerting the
Prizes will be selected by the winners from a list of the Thoben nearest N_CAP Subcommittee or special investigator)."

paintings already in NICAP's possession. These will he extra Mr. Green suggests that interested "hams" start operations
large (the exact dimensions have not yet been determined) and on 14250 kHz, and he offers his station -- W2NSD, Peterhorough,
will be made by a professional photo laboratory. New Hampshire--as the control station. Alternate calls, if an

The color photographs to be awarded as special prizes will he operator cannot get on 14250, are 7250 or 3000 kHz.
selected by NICAP.

to.TEsTRO ES SOVIETSCIENTISTSSPLITONOFOs
1. The purpose of the contest is to secure ne_v NICAP member- A sharp attack on the USSR's recently announced UFO project

ships and renewals. Eacliord_r for ofle of these will count, with has been launched by the Soviet Academy of Sciences, raising
equal weight, toward a prize. A sample of the order form to be several questions about the official policy on UFOs.
used by contestants is enclosed withthis issue of the UFO Investi- The split between scientist groups was revealed in a late
gator. The sample may be eopiedbythe contestant, or copies may February edition of Pravda, Communist Party newspaper. The
be obtained from NICAP. Entries that do not supply the informs- relatively new UFO Section of Moscow's All-Union Cosmonauties
lion on the sample order form may have to be disqualified. Only Committee was denounced by _he Academy of Sciences as
new renewals, submitted during the contest period, will count "sensational and unscientific." The Academy also rejected the

toward contest prizes, reports of huge crescent-shaped objects, sighted by "Soviet
2. The contest is open to all interested persons, regardless of astronomers and publicized by Dr. Felix Zigel, an eminent

whether they are NICAP members. If a contestant chooses to join scientist on the UFO Project's staff. (gee UFO Investigator, Vol.
NICAP during the contest period, his new membership may be IV, No. 4, p. 1.) According to the Academy, its physics division
used as a contest entry in additiontothe other orders he submits, had studied the reports and found them to have a "well-known
If a contestant is already a NICAP member and cheQses to renew origin" with "no scientific base."

his membership during the contestperied, his renewal can be used The possibility of such an attack was hinted by Dr. Zigel when
as a contest entry in addition to the other orders he submits, he disclosed the remarkable sighfings. ',Unfortunately," he said,

3. The contest opens on June le, lees, andcloses on August 31, '_eerhiin scientists, both in the Soviet Union and in the United

1968. All entries must be submitted during this period. Entries States, deny the very existence of the problem."
postmarked later thantheclosingdsteoftheeuntest will be treated The Academy's published blast seems to indicate a shift in
as normal, noncontest orders andwillnot counttoward any contest high Soviet policy since the UFO ProJeut was announced. If this
prize. All entries become the property of NICAP, and none will is so, then a cancellation of the project may he fortbcoming.

be returned. This still would not explain the abrupt turn-around, and it would
4. All entries must be accompanied by full payment for the leave another question unanswered: What will happen to the book

orders being submitted, on extraterrestrial life reportedly being prepared by the Academy
5. All payments submitted with contest orders shouldbein U.S. of Sciences? According to Dr. Zigel, the book was to contain a

funds. Currency, checks, and money orders are acceptable. Do sizable section on UFOs.
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LudicrousErrorsInKlassBook electrifieddustpartiolos,undernomaflsrw tfreakoan;ionscould continue, despite wind or air currents, to give such an ira- "
press|on| with never the slightest chalk_e of configuraiion to indi-

To the would-be explainerofUFOs, nothingisso usefulas a rare catsthatitwas reallynothing bat a dust cloud--ismerely absurd.

natural phenomenon| littlestudied or imperfectly understood, t0 Klass's interpretationof the Soeorro, N.M. sighting(oneof the
which he can attributean endless varietyof normal or freakish three that he discusses in detail)is of considerable interestto
behavior comparable (inhis opinion)to thatof UFOs. illustratehis method. Here he concludes that the egg-shaped

In UFOs-ldentified, philip J. Klass, Aviation Week magazine craft seen by Zamora was a "freak flyingplasmas" thatdropped

editor,exploitssuch phenomena to argue for his "plasma-UFOs" from the scattered clouds thatwere overSocorrothat day, or was
thoory,which he developed with injudiciousspeed soon afterread_ triggered by corona discharge from the power linea mile away;
ing incidentat Exeter, by John Fuller. Fuller reported a number that the two small figures seen beside the objectwere "moving
of UFOs were sighted near hlgh-voltagelines. To Klass thiswas wisps of whitishplasma"; and thatthe reported legsof the object

th_ clue and he was offlikean alertbloodhound, via balllightning were the dark branches of bushes inthegully. As for the landing-
and corona discharges, to claim thatmost UFOs can be explained gear imprints, Ktass speeaixtes thatthe marks might have been
as highlyionized gases, or as one of their"distant cousins." caused ifthe plasma, with itsstored ehietricalenergy, had "shot

Numerous serious defects in thistheory have been pointed out out four miniature lightningbolts."
by Dr. James McDonald, senior atmospheric physicistatthe Uni-

versity of Arizona; illa careful analysis before scientistsat a Muddled lhthhlng

Montreal meeting hcdemolishedmostoftheKlasstheories. Below _A particularlydisturbing feature of thisbook consists of the
are some of his major oriticlsms, author's use of whnt McDonald describes as t'argumeaistionby

Klass says a plasmoid _ll trailan airplane ifthe latterhas concatenation." /qotielng some vague rehitioabetween concept A
acquired, from snow, rain or dust particles,a charge Opposite to and concept B, Klass next goes on to observe another remote
that of the plasmoid. Analyzing this with applicableformulae, relation between B and C. Then C may have something or other
McDonald demonstrated thxtthe Coulomb attractionultedbyKtass in sommon With D--and soon Klase is asser_ng thatA and D are
would not draw the plasmoid behind the plane"even at the pace of related. After tracing out severs/such tenuous chainsof reason-

a Very slow walk." He also disproved the Klass explanationo_ ing_ McDonald commeofs, "If in approaching problems of tastes-
why jetsfailto overtake UFOs--that the plasmoid and the plans rology and geophysics, scientistscustomarily employed thatkind
carried opposite charges and therefore repelled each other, of soneatenative logic, so casually ignored scale considerations,

and rested everything on verbal arguments almost wholly devoidMirror-Image Error
of quantitative considerations, they could easily show that rot-

As McDonald points out_ Klass often shows an astonishing failure canoes are related to hurricanes and earthquakes to l_i_zards."
to understand scientific principles. To explain reports of UFOs Argument by juxtaposition is another device--the specious as-
causing failure of car ignition, he mistakenly uses the scientific sambly of what may appear to the reader a clever series of related
term "mirror image" tocreatea mirrorimageof a plasma inside deductions. Equallyunpalatableistheuseofargumentby innuendo,
the hood of a car. In McDonald's words, this is a '*a puzzling as when failure of a correspondentto replyto the author's letters

erroneous misconception to be held by an electrical engineer." is mentioned as if it had something to do with the validity of the
As 61sewhsre in the hook, the author obviously does not know what sighting itself.

he is talking about. Despite its sometimes uncritical reception in the press, this is
Other errors cited by McDonald: Klass confuses "_volhige"and a superficial hoak_ and its pretentious to scientific authority dis-

"voltage gradient." His description of how a gyroscopareacts to solve upon inspection. Some very muddled thinking, and a great
external force is incorrect. His chapter on UFOs and radar does deal of speculation, has gone into the construction of the plasma-
so_: show a clear understanding of radar principles. UFO theory. The theory lacks anything resembling rigorous

In regard to the seemingly "inquisitive" UFOs attraction to - • - ' • •ernest,tic proof, and the author's arguments are mddJed va_h

moving or stationary objects on the ground, Klass stretches his scientific misconceptions. Mr. Klass's claims to have explained
'_*eory' to the outer limits--creating the "charged pedestrian." "most, if not alF' of the strongest UFO reports are, as Dr.
According to Kla_s, a person may acquire a "very light charge" McDonald has demonstrated, simply absurd. '
and if he encounters alow-altitude UFO he may find it drawn slowly
toward him or that it backs off as he approaches, depending on
whether the person and the plasmoid are carrying the same or

opposite charges. One .would likn to ask whether the charge on HV n
the person can reverse itself twice during a sighting as Klass in- _.nekAsks For Old Reorts
dicates in one ease. (pages 46-d7.) The 19th-oentury period of "airship" sightings has caught the

curiosityof Dr. d. Allen Hynek, long-time consultantto the Air

The Stretched Theory Force on UFOs. Hyne k has issued a public appeal for allpeople
Khiss seems so littleaware of the basic weaknesses of his who Witnessed the strange cigar-shaped objects of the 1890s to

theory that he insists on stretching if to cover a most astonishing come forward and provide written reports in the interest of

range of UFO events,and on applying itto the strongestand most historicaland scientificresearch. The appealcomes as something
significantsight|sos.These, of course, are the daylightsightings of a surprise, for these sighftngs have longbeen known to UFO
of solid,structured objectsWith clearly definededges, oftenwith researchers, and the Air Force has questioned theirauthenticity.

unmisbkable structuraldetails--domes,fins,apertures, Append- The sigl_tingsbegan in i_;oveJ_ber,lOgO, on the West Coas_ and
ages--seen by reliable observers, at close range, for prolonged developed into a wave that swept across the U.S. during the ful-

periods. It is when he tackles cases in thiscategory thatKlass lowing fivemonths. For want of abstterterm, the press referred
most go far afieldfor his hypotheses: to dust devilswhich might tO the UFOs as "airships," for they displayed characteristics
sometimes be able to detach themselves from the gro_md, to ice that suggested an artificialdevice rather than a uatu_l body and
crystalsforming "cold plasmas," to micro-terra,does,recharged they moved through the air with apparent control and purpose.
dustparticlesforming a silhouette,and the like. Lights were conunon on the objeeis, and they had a dirigible

Yet even granting, for the moment, that electrified dust par- shape -- but no dirigibles were then in operation.
ticles could assume the shape of a structured object,where are Bynek asked thaF witnesses contact him at NOrthwestern Uni-
we? What about those structuralobjects'details? Klass has an versify,Evanston, Illinois.
answer Of sorts:

"The amorphous nature of the plasma-UFO encourages the NICAP AssistantDirector GordorL Lore has co_asthored a book

observer's mind to supply spurious _detailstlmt his eyes do not on the historicalaspects of UFOs.EntitledMysteriesof the Skies:
really _ee." Unfortunately for this glib dismissal of the prob- UFOs in Perspective, it'sbeen publishedby Prentice-Hall,Inc.,
lem, the details in question are not in the least'Lamorphous." Englewaod Cliffs,N.J., (see UFO Investigator,Vol. IV, No. 4,

Furthermore, these objectshover, rise,move about,emit sound, page 6). The price is $5.95 and copies may be obtained directly
and dart into the sky afterbeing observed for periods of halfsn from the publisheror from your loealbooksioro. The work treats
hour or more. To maintain, as Klass does, thatany cloud of some ofthe c'airship"reports in detail.


